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Abstract

The scope of Aumann’s (1976) Agreement Theorem is needlessly
limited by its restriction to Conditioning as the update rule. Here we
prove the theorem in a more comprehensive framework, in which the
evolution of probabilities is represented directly, without deriving new
probabilities from new certainties. The framework allows arbitrary up-
date rules subject only to Goldstein’s (1983) requirement that current
expectations agree with current expectations of future expectations.

Introduction

In “Agreeing to Disagree”, Robert Aumann proves that a group of agents
who once agreed about the probability of some proposition for which their
current probabilities are common knowledge must still agree, even if those
probabilities reflect disparate observations. Perhaps one saw that a card was
red and another saw that it was a heart, so that as far as that goes, their
common prior probability of 1/52 for its being the Queen of hearts would
change in the one case to 1/26, and in the other to 1/13. But if those are
indeed their current probabilities, it cannot be the case that both know
them, and both know that both know them, etc., etc.

In Aumann’s framework new probabilistic states of mind can only arise
by conditioning old ones on new knowledge. In such a framework, current
probabilities must derive from what is in effect knowledge, i.e., true full
belief. But here we derive Aumann’s result from common knowledge of a
probability, however arrived at. We work with possible worlds in which the
agents’ probabilities and their evolution are matters of fact, represented
within the model.
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Independence of particular update rules is a central feature of the new frame-
work. But of course we need some constraint on how agents update their
probabilities. For this we use Goldstein’s requirement that current expecta-
tions of future expectations equal current expectations. This is the workhorse
for our proof of the Generalized Agreement Theorem.1

1 Aumann’s Theorem

Aumann’s framework provides for a finite number of agents; call them
i = 1, · · · , N . These individuals are about to learn the answers to various
multiple-choice questions—perhaps by making observations. The possible
answers to agent i’s question form a set Qi of mutually exclusive, collectively
exhaustive propositions. We think of propositions as subsets of a non-empty
set Ω of worlds, representing all possibilities of interest for the problem at
hand. Then Qi is a partition of Ω: each world ω belongs to exactly one
element of each Qi. We call that element ‘Qiω’.

Perhaps it is only certain propositions, certain subsets of Ω, that are of
interest to the agents. Among them will be all propositions in any of the
N partitions, and perhaps other propositions as well. We will suppose that
they form a σ-field A.2

The propositions agents know after learning the answers to their questions
are the members of A that those answers imply: In world ω agent i knows
A if and only if Qiω ⊆ A ∈ A. Then for each i, Def. K, below, defines
a knowledge operator Ki which, applied to any set A ∈ A, yields the set
KiA ∈ A of worlds in which i knows A.

(Def. K) KiA = {ω : Qiω ∈ A}

For each natural number n, Def. MK then defines an operator Mn, “n’th
degree mutual knowledge”: A is true, and everybody knows that, and ev-
erybody knows that, etc.—with n ‘knows’. Finally, Def. CK defines common

1Related projects proceed differently. Thus Samet generalizes the theorem for agents
who condition on certainties that need not be true, provided only that all agents are certain
of their certainties; and both Cave and Bacharach generalize it for agents whose common
knowledge is not of probabilities but of decisions. But in each case the gain in generality
remains within the confines of the conditioning framework, where new probabilities can
only stem from new certainties.

2I.e., A contains Ω−A whenever it contains A, and contains the union and intersection
of any countable set of propositions that it contains.
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knowledge, κ, as mutual knowledge of all finite degrees:

(Def. MK) M0A = A

Mn+1A =
N⋂

i=1
KiMnA

(Def. CK) κA =
∞⋂

n=0
MnA

The key to the proof of Aumann’s Agreement Theorem is the following
lemma. (‘Where something is common knowledge, everyone knows it is.’)

Lemma 1.1 If κA �= ∅ then κA is the union of some subset Di of Qi.

Proof. If ω ∈ κC then by Def. CK and Def. M, ω ∈ KiMnA for all agents i
and degrees n of mutual knowledge. Therefore by Def. Ki, Qiω ⊆ MnA for
all n, and thus Qiω ⊆ κC.

The first hypothesis of Aumann’s Theorem 1.2, below, says that 〈Ω,A, P 〉
is a probability space, that A includes each of the partitions Q1, . . . ,QN

of Ω, and that each of those partitions is countable. In jargon:
〈Ω,A, P,Q1, . . . ,QN 〉 is a countable partition space (“CP space”). A will
then be closed under all of the operators Ki and Mn, and under κ.

P is the old probability measure that is common to all the agents. In Au-
mann’s theorem we consider a hypothesis H ∈ A for which the various
agents’ probabilities are q1, . . . , qN after they condition P on the answers to
their questions. The proposition C ∈ A identifies these probabilities:

(Def. C) C =
N⋂

i=1
{ω : P (H|Qiω) = qi}

The second hypothesis of Aumann’s theorem says that the possibility of C’s
becoming common knowledge is not ruled out in advance: P (κC) �= 0.

Theorem 1.2 (Aumann’s Agreement Theorem)

If 〈Ω,A, P,Q1, . . . ,QN 〉 is a CP space, and P (κC) > 0, then P (H|κC) =
q1 = . . . = qN .

Proof. P (H|κC) = P (H∩
⋃

Di)∑
D∈Di

P (D)
=

∑
D∈Di

P (H|D)P (D)∑
D∈Di

P (D)
=

∑
D∈Di

qiP (D)∑
D∈Di

P (D)
= qi

The first equation is justified by Lemma 1.1; the second by the probability
calculus; the third by Def. C; the fourth by factoring out the constant qi.

This remarkable result is limited by the assumption that agents update only
by conditioning on authoritative answers to questions. Before removing that
limitation, we pause to see why conditioning is not the only way to update.
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2 Conditioning Generalized

In Aumann’s framework agents update their probabilities by conditioning on
countable partitions of Ω. This will soon be replaced by a framework which
is independent of how agents update. But first we point out an intermediate
generalization of Aumann’s updating scheme, in which (1) partitions are
replaced by more general structures, and (2) conditioning is replaced by a
more general operation.

2.1 Sufficient Subfields

The partitions Qi are meant to represent the possible answers to questions
that agents might obtain, e.g., by making observations. But even in in the
simplest cases, where the most specific answers form a finite partition of
Ω, observation may only identify the disjunction of two or more partition
elements as true without identifying any one element as true. And in case
the observation is made on the value of a continuous magnitude, where total
precision is unattainable, the possible results will form no partition but a
family of overlapping intervals.

In a generalization of Aumann’s model covering such cases, partitions Q of
Ω are replaced by sub-σ-fields Si of A, and the partition element Qiω which
answers agent i’s question in world ω is replaced by the subset Siω = {S :
ω ∈ S ∈ Si} of A consisting of the elements of Si that are true in world ω.
(Billingsley, p. 57.) In the special case where the subfield is atomic, there is
an equivalent partition model in which the elements of the partition are the
atoms of the subfield. Here the notion of sufficiency has a simple definition:
Sufficiency of Qi for a family of measures means that conditioning on any
member of Qi wipes out all differences between members of the family.
Where the family is the pair {P, Qi}, the definition comes to this:3

(Sufficiency) Qi(·|A) = P (·|A) for any A ∈ Qi

Problem: In world ω, how is agent i to update P to a suitable new probability
measure Qi, upon discovering which member of Qi is true? The discovery is
a matter of full belief in the true member of Qi:

(Certainty) Qi(Qiω) = 1

This problem has no general solution.4 But as is easily verified, it has the
3In general, Si is a sufficient subfield iff Qi(· ‖ Si) = P (· ‖ Si). See Billingsley, p. 450.
4In the playing card example at the beginning, certainty about the true member of the

partition {heart , diamond , club, spade} brought with it certainty about the true member of
the partition {red , black}, but conditioning on these certainties led to different probabilities
(1/26, 1/13) for the card’s being the Queen of hearts.
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following solution if, and only if, Sufficiency is satisfied:

(Conditioning) Qi(·) = P (·|Qiω)

2.2 Uncertain Information

Whether or not partitions are replaced by subfields, we can drop the cer-
tainty condition to obtain a way of updating on uncertain information that is
more broadly applicable than conditioning. Thus, in the case of a countable
partition model, observation under less than ideal conditions may change i’s
probabilities for elements of Qi from those given by the common prior mea-
sure P to new values, given by some measure Qi for which Qi(Qiω) < 1 for all
ω. If Sufficiency is satisfied, this is updating by Generalized Conditioning:5

(Generalized Conditioning) Qi(·) =
∑

A∈Qi

P (·|A)Qi(A)

Generalized conditioning is not a universally applicable method of updating.
Rather, it is applicable if and only if the Sufficiency condition is met. Where
Sufficiency fails, other special conditions may hold, in the presence of which
other methods of updating may be applicable. It would be a hopeless task
to try to form an inventory of all updating methods and their conditions of
applicability. Instead, we now turn to a revised framework, in which we can
track flows of probability without reference to whatever update rules they
follow.

3 The Theorem Generalized

As before, 1, . . . , N are the agents, Ω is a non–empty set of possible worlds,
and A is a σ–field over Ω. And as before, each possible world specifies a
complete history, past, present, and future; but now agents belong to worlds,
and as time goes by, their probabilities concerning their own and other
agents’ probabilities evolve along with their probabilities concerning the rest
of the world—e.g., my probability for your probability for my probability
for a Republican President in the year 2000.

The time index t takes values in some linearly ordered set T . Probability
measures priωt represent ideally precise probabilistic states of mind of agents
i in worlds ω at times t. The common prior P in Theorem 1.2 is such a

5This follows from Sufficiency by the Law of Total Probability. For fully generalized
conditioning, i.e., on a sub–σ–field Si, the definition would be Qi(·) =

∫
Ω

P (·‖Si)dQi =
E(P (·‖Si)), where E is the updated expectation operator. (Generalized Conditioning is
sometimes called ‘Probability Kinematics’.) For references and further information see
Diaconis and Zabell (1982) or Jeffrey (1992).
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measure; but in the present framework we need to spell out the commonality
assumption, and in doing so we see that there might be different common
priors in different worlds: perhaps the probability measures priωt are the
same for all i, and so are priω′t, but priωt(A) �= priω′t(A) for some A.

In place of the old partition-based definition, Def. Kt defines knowledge
simply as true full belief:

(Def. Kt) Kt
iA = A ∩ {ω : priωt(A) = 1}

The old definitions of mutual and common knowledge are then adapted to
the new definition of knowledge:

(Def. MKt) M t
0A = A

M t
n+1A =

N⋂
i=1

Kt
iM

t
nA

(Def. CKt) κtA =
∞⋂

n=0
M t

nA

In the generalized Aumann theorem t = 1 and t = 2 are times at which
agents have their old and new probabilities for some hypothesis H ∈ A. In
world ω those probabilities are priω1(H) and priω2(H). But in the remainder
of this section we write these simply as Pω(H) and Qω(H), respectively, with
the subscript i understood, and with the work of subscripts 1 and 2 done
by writing P and Q. Thus, with t = 2, Def. Kt would be written:

(Def. K2) K2
i A = A ∩ {ω : Qω(A) = 1}

In the generalized theorem the proposition C2 specifies q1, . . . , qN as the
agents’ new probabilities for H:

(Def. C2) C2 =
N⋂

i=1
{ω : Qω(H) = qi}

The crucial hypothesis of the generalized theorem is Goldstein’s principle
(G) that old probabilities = old expectations of new probabilities. Here the
integrand Q(A) is a random variable, a Pω-measurable function of ω which
takes real values Qω′(A) as ω′ ranges over Ω :

(G) Pω(A) =
∫
Ω Q(A) dPω

The second hypothesis says that whenever A is in A, so are the N propo-
sitions saying—perhaps, falsely—that at time 2 the several agents are sure
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that A is true. This guarantees that A is closed under all the operations K2
i ,

M2
n, and κ2.

To prove the theorem we use two lemmas. The first is the analog of the lemma
(1.1) used to prove Aumann’s theorem in sec. 1. Here, and thoughout the
remainder of this section, we write κ2 and C2 simply as κ and C.

Lemma 3.1 While something is common knowledge, everyone is sure it is;
e.g., κC ⊆ {ω :Qω(κC) = 1}.

Proof. For the example, use Def. CK2, MK2, and K2.

Lemma 3.2 If (G) holds, then
∫
Ω−κC Q(κC) dPω = 0

Proof. Qω(κC) =
∫
Ω Q(κC) dPω =

∫
κC Q(κC) dPω +

∫
Ω−κC Q(κC) dPω by

(G). By lemma 3.1 the first term =
∫
κC 1 dPω = P (κC), so the second term

= 0.

Theorem 3.3 (Generalized Agreement Theorem) Hypotheses: (G);
{ω : Qω(A) = 1} ∈ A for all i and all A ∈ A; Pω is the same for all i;
Pω(κC) > 0. Conclusion: Pω(H|κC) = q1 = · · · = qN .

Proof. Pω(H|κC)

=
∫
Ω Q(H ∩ κC) dPω∫

Ω Q(κC) dPω
by (G)

=
∫
κC Q(H ∩ κC) dPω +

∫
Ω−κC Q(H ∩ κC) dPω∫

κC Q(κC) P (dω) +
∫
Ω−κC Qi(κC) dPω

=
∫
κC Q(H ∩ κC) dPω∫

κC Q(κC) dPω
by lemma 3.2, since Q(A ∩ κC) ≤ Q(κC)

=
∫
κC Q(H) dPω∫

κC 1 dPω
by lemma 3.1

=
∫
κC qi dPω∫
κC dPω

by Def. C2

=qi.

4 Discussion

Tightness

The only properties of κC used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 are: κC ⊆ C
and κC ⊆ {ω : Qω(κC) = 1}. It can be shown that κC fits this pair of
properties tightly:
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Corollary 4.1 κC is the largest B ⊆ C for which B ⊆ {ω : Qω(B) = 1}.

Proof. By Def. CK2, κC satisfies both conditions on B. And by induction,
any B satisfying both conditions is included in κC. (Basis: B ⊆ M2

0 B by
Def. M2

0 . Induction step: If B ⊆ M2
nB then as the second condition holds

for all i = 1, . . . , N , B ⊆ M2
n+1B. Then B ⊆ κC by Def. CK2.)

Belief

In Aumann’s framework true belief, i.e., 100% new probability for a truth, is
definable as in Def. K, but mere belief is indefinable. In the new framework
belief is definable as in Def. B, so that indeed Def. Kt in sec. 3 defined
knowledge as true belief:

(Def. B) Bt
iA = {ω : priωt(A)}

(Def. Kt) Kt
iA = A ∩ Bt

iA

The weakness of this notion of belief is indicated by the inventory (B0)–
(B6) of conditions it satisfies (⇑) and violates (⇓). But despite their appar-
ent weakness, the four conditions it does satisfy suffice for the Generalized
Agreement Theorem. Common knowledge is a very strong concept even
when based on this weak notion of belief.

⇑(B0) (Bt
iA1 ∩ Bt

iA2 ∩ . . .) ⊆ Bt
i(A1 ∩ A2 ∩ . . .).

Distributivity

⇑(B1) If A1 ⊆ A2 then Bt
iA1 ⊆ Bt

iA2.
Deductive Closure

⇓(B2) Bt
iA ⊆ A.

Infallibility

⇓(B3) Bt
iA ⊆ Bt

iB
t
iA.

Positive Introspection

⇓(B4) (Ω − Bt
iA) ⊆ Bt

i(Ω − Bt
iA).

Negative Introspection

⇑(B5) Bt
i(∅) = ∅.

Consistency

⇑(B6) Bt
i(Ω) = Ω.

Necessity
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Knowledge

Now suppose that the Bt
i are any operators, however defined, that map

A into itself, and which need not satisfy (B0)–(B6). What, then, are the
properties the properties of “Knowledge” as defined by Def. Kt?

Understanding (Kn) as (Bn) with ‘K’s in place of ‘B’s, it is easily verified that
Kt

i , so defined, satisfies Infallibility (K2); and that it satisfies (K0), (K1),
(K3) if Bt

i satisfies the corresponding (B0), (B1), (B3). But the situation
is different for Negative Introspection (K4), which turns out to be a very
powerful assumption:

Observation 4.2 Given Def. Kt and (B0), (B1), (B3), and (B6), Nega-
tive Introspection for knowledge, ‘(K4)’, implies that knowledge and belief
coincide.

Proof. For clarity we drop the t’s and is. We first show that B(BA−A) = ∅.
Suppose that ω ∈ B(BA − A). Then (B1) implies ω ∈ BBA ∩ B(Ω − A).
(B3) yields ω ∈ BBA ∩ BB(Ω − A). By (B0), ω ∈ BBA ∩ B(Ω − A). Then
by (B0) and (B1) ω ∈ B∅. But according to (B6), B∅ = ∅. Contradiction.

Now notice that (K4) is equivalent to (Ω − BA) ∪ (Ω − E) ⊆ B(Ω − KA).
Hence, (BA−A) ⊆ B(Ω−KA). (B3) yields (BA−A) ⊆ B(Ω−KA)∩BBA.
From (B0), (BA − A) ⊆ (BBA − KA) = B(BA − A) = ∅. Hence, BA ⊆ A
and BA = KA.

Then in the generalized framework of sec. 3, all forms of knowledge—
individual, mutual, and common—-violate Negative Introspection (K4).

As before, mutual and common knowledge are defined by (M) and (CK) on
the basis of the individual knowledge operators that satisfy at least (K1)
and (K2). In an epistemic model, the σ- -field A is per definitionem closed
under the operators Bt

i(.) (for all i ≤ N , t ∈ T ). It follows that A is also
closed under Kt

i (.) (for all i ≤ N , t ∈ T ), Mn
t (.) (for all n ∈ N 0, t ∈ T ), and

κt(.) (for all t ∈ T ).

It is important not to underestimate the strength of common knowledge
even when it is based on a comparatively weak notion of belief:

Lemma 4.3 (i) Common knowledge satisfies Positive Introspection (K3)
if Distributivity (B0) holds for belief.

(ii) κt(E) ⊆ Kt
i (κ

t(E)), if Distributivity (B0) holds for belief.

Proof. Ad (i): If ω ∈ κ(E): ω ∈ Mj+k(E) = Mk(Mj(E)) for all k, j ∈ N 0, so

ω ∈
∞⋂

j=0
Mk(Mj(E)) and, by (B0), ω ∈ Mk(

∞⋂
j=0

Mj(E)) = Mk(κ(E)) for any

k ∈ N 0. Thus, ω ∈
∞⋂

j=0
Mk(κ(E)) = κ(κ(E)).
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Ad (ii): Follows from (ii).

Property (ii) will play a pivotal role in the proof of the Generalized Agree-
ment Theorem.

Let us briefly return to auto–epistemic knowledge. Consider an epistemic
model with a single agent (N = 1). Then common knowledege collapses
into auto–epistemic knowledge: κt

i(C
t
i ) = AKt

1(C
t
i ) ∩ Ct

i (where, remember,
Ct

i is an event that describes i’s belief concerning A). Put differently, com-
mon knowledge generalizes the notion of auto–epistemic knowledge form
the one–agent case to the N agent case. Auto–epistemic knowledge ex-
presses a condition of transparency, often called ‘Cartesian Introspection’.
This transparancy is restricted to each individual agent. Figuratively speak-
ing, if an individual has auto–epistemic knowledge of what she belives, we
cannot tell her any news about her own beliefs. More precisely, assume that
an agent is given correct information Ct

i about her own beliefs and that
her update rule assigns maximal probability to Ct

i . Auto–epistemic know-
eldge is then the precise condition under which the agent’s probabilities
remain unaffected by updating with any arbitrary Ct

i . Common knowledge
extends this transparency to the other agents in the model. If the agents
have achieved common knowledge of each others beliefs, the reception of
correct information about these beliefs will lead to no further changes in
their beliefs.

Under a different perspective, auto–epistemic or common knowledge (de-
pending on wheter N > 1) is a condition under which we can keep the
event space A clear of events that describe beliefs about beliefs. Let us
call i’s beliefs about j’s beliefs (i, j ≤ N) ‘epistemic beliefs’. Epistemic
beliefs are described by events from F(

∧
i≤N

It
i ). Non–epstemic beliefs are be-

liefs about the world minus the agents in it. They are described by events
from A−F(

∧
i≤N

It
i ). In situations of auto–epistemic or common knowledge,

an agent’s epistemic beliefs are uniquely determined by the agents’ non–
epistemic beliefs. The presence of epistemic events in the event space A
therefore become superfluous. If an agent i is AE–transparent in ω at t, it
suffices to specify Pi(ω, t) over the subset A−F(It

i ) of A.

5 Auto–Epistemology

We intend to prove the Agreement Theorem in the generalized framework
of epistemic models. For this purpose, we introduce Iteration as a coherence
principle that connects prior and posterior probabilities and yet avoids com-
mitment to any particular update rule. Iteration requires that prior proba-
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bilites equal the expectation of posterior probabilities:

(Iteration) φi(ω, t)(A) =
∫

ω′∈Ω

φi(ω′, t′)(A) dφi(ω, t), t ≤ t′.

Equivalently, for any random variable X:

Eφi(ω,t)(X) = Eφi(ω,t)(Eφi(ω′,t′)(X)), t ≤ t′(1)

An epistemic model 〈Ω,A, T, φ1, . . . , φN 〉 is coherent if and only if Iteration
holds universally (i.e., holds for every ω ∈ Ω, i ≤ N , and t, t′ ∈ T with
t ≤ t′).

Goldstein (1983) has produced a justification of Iteration on the basis
of scoring rules. The related principle of Reflection has been defended
with a Dutch book argument by van Fraassen (1984). Reflection requires
that i’s prior probabilities conditional on the event that she will have a
certain posterior measure must equal this posterior measure. Again, let
Ct

i = {ω′|φi(ω′, t)(A) = qi}:

(Reflection) φi(ω, t)(A|Ct′
i ) = qi, t ≤ t′.

(Provided that φi(ω, t)(Ct′
i ) > 0.) Reflection is a very strong condition which

implies that every agent is AE–transparent at any time in any world, i.e.,
that Ω = ΩAE .6 Van Fraassen (1984) argues that a violation of Reflection
would ‘undermine [one’s] own status as a person of [cognitive] integrity’.
We can adhere to this general understanding and nonetheless substitute
Reflection by the more permissive principle of AK–Reflection:

(AK–Reflection) φi(ω, t)(A|AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) = qi, t ≤ t′.

(Provided that φi(ω, t)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) > 0.) Evidently, Reflection is equivalent
to AK–Reflection plus Ω = ΩAE .

By using Bayes’ Rule, it is easy to show that, in countable epistemic models,
Reflection (or, equivalently, AK–Reflection plus Ω = ΩAE) implies Iteration.
In non–countable models, Bayes’ Rule cannot be applied because the con-
ditional probabilites φi(ω, t)(A|It′

i ) will not be well–defined. The following
theorem shows that Iteration also implies AK– Reflection (regardless of the
cardinality of the model). This fact further consolidates the central position
of Iteration among auto–epistemic principles. For more details and proofs
refer to Hild (1996a).

6For agents with maximally detailed views about their own opinion, Reflection is equiv-
alent to:

(Reflection+) φi(ω, t)(A|It′
i ω) = φi(ω, t′)(A), t ≤ t′.

(Provided that φi(ω, t)(It′
i ω) > 0.) This implies φi(ω, t)(It

i ω|It
i ω) = φi(ω, t)(It

i ω), whence
AE–Transparency+ follows since φi(ω, t)(It

i ω|It
i ω) = 1.
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Lemma 5.1 Let 〈Ω,A, T, φ1, . . . , φN 〉 be a coherent epistemic model. Define
Ct′

i = {ω′|φi(ω′, t′)(A) = qi}. Then for all ω ∈ Ω, i ≤ N , t ≤ t′:
∫
−AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t) = 0.

Proof.

φi(ω, t)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i ))

=
∫

ω′∈Ω
φi(ω′, t′)(AKt′

i (Ct′
i )) dφi(ω, t) (by Iteration)

=
∫
AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t)

+
∫
−AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t)

=
∫
AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

dφi(ω, t) +
∫
−AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t)

(by (??))

= φi(ω, t)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) +
∫
−AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t)

Hence,
∫
−AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t) = φi(ω, t)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) −
φi(ω, t)(AKt′

i (Ct′
i )) = 0.

Theorem 5.2 (AK–Reflection) Iteration implies AK–Reflection.

Proof. As before, let Ct′
i = {ω′|φi(ω′, t′)(A) = qi}. Then for all ω ∈ Ω, i ≤ N ,

t ≤ t′:

φi(ω, t)(A ∩ AKt′
i (Ct′

i ))

=
∫

ω′∈Ω
φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ AKt′

i (Ct′
i )) dφi(ω, t) (by Iteration)

=
∫
AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t)

+
∫
−AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t)

=
∫
AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) dφi(ω, t) (by Lemma 5.1)

=
∫
AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

φi(ω′, t′)(A) dφi(ω, t) (by (??))

=
∫
AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

qi dφi(ω, t) (since AKt′
i (Ct′

i ) ⊆ Ct′
i )

= qi

∫
AKt′

i (Ct′
i )

dφi(ω, t)

= qi × φi(ω, t)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )).
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Provided that φi(ω, t)(AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) > 0, this implies φi(ω, t)(A|AKt′
i (Ct′

i )) =
qi.

Auto–Epistemology and Updating

Suppose that Reflection holds and let us compare it to the update rule of
Conditionalization. Let It

πi
ω = {ω′|π(ω, t) = π(ω′, t)} be the event that

agent i receives πi(ω, t) as evidential input at t. Suppose the agents know
precisely what evidential input they receive:

(Evidential Transparency) φi(ω, t)(It
πi

ω) = 1

Suppose further that changes in probabilities that are entirely evidence
driven. Hence,7

φ(ω, t)(A|It′
πi

ω) = [φ(ω, t)�iπi(ω, t′)](A).(2)

Assume that πi(ω, t) = E ∈ A. Commitment to Condtionalization therefore
amounts to:

P (A|It
πi

ω) = P (A|E), A ∈ F(Ii)(3)

Note carefully that E is the event on which agent i updates, whereas It
πi

ω is
the event that i receives E as evidential input. In general, the probabilty of E
and the probability of receiving E as input will not coincide. This divergence
can therefore give rise to incompatibilities between Reflection and Condi-
tionalization qua universal diachronic principles. Hild (1996b) argues that
the decision–theoretic coherence agrument (Dutch book argument) succeeds
in supporting Reflection as a universal constraint on diachronic probabilites.
The corresponding coherence argument for Conditionalization, on the other
hand, presupposes exactly those conditions under which Conditonalization
follows from Reflection. Hence, Reflection (and for that matter Iteration)
emerges as the fundamental diachronic constraints on probabilities. Condi-
tionalization, however, is not a universally applicable update rule because
it often conflicts with Reflection. It can only be applied under those special
conditions where it follows from Reflection.

6 Multi–Agent Epistemology

We mentioned before that common knowledge extends the notion of AE–
Transparency to the N agent case. The auto–epistemic principle of AK–

7Evidential Transparency implies that It
i ω ⊆ It

πi
ω. Cf. Hild (1996a) for more details

on auto–epistemological reasoning and updating.
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Reflection can be extended in an exactly parallel fashion:

(CK–Reflection) φi(ω, t)(A|κt′(Ct′)) = qi

(Provided that φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′)) > 0.) Theorem 5.2 shows that AK–
Reflection can be derived from Iteration. We will now show that the same
holds true for CK–Reflection. This remarkable result forms the core of the
proof of the Generalized Theorem.

Lemma 6.1 Let 〈Ω,A, T, φ1, . . . , φN 〉 be a coherent epistemic model. Define

Ct′ =
⋂

i≤N

{ω|φi(ω, t′)(A) = qi}.

Then for all ω ∈ Ω, i ≤ N , and t ≤ t′:

∫
−CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(A) dφi(ω, t) = 0.

Proof:

φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′))

=
∫

ω′∈Ω
φi(ω′, t′)(κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t) (by Iteration)

=
∫
CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t)

+
∫
−CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t)

=
∫
CKt′ (Ct′ )

dφi(ω, t) +
∫
−CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t)

(by Lemma 4.3 (ii))

= φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′)) +
∫
−CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t).

Hence,
∫
−CKt′ (Ct′ ) φi(ω′, t′)(κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t) = φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′)) −

φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′)) = 0.

Theorem 6.2 Let 〈Ω,A, T, φ1, . . . , φN 〉 be a coherent epistemic model. It-
eration implies CK–Reflection.

Proof: Notice that ω′ ∈ κt′(E) implies (*) φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ κt′(Ct′)) =
φi(ω′, t′)(A) (by Lemma 4.3 (ii)). As before, let Ct′ =

⋂
i≤N

{ω|φi(ω, t′)(A) =

qi}. Then for all i ≤ N , t ≤ t′:
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φi(ω, t)(A ∩ κt′(Ct′))

=
∫

ω′∈Ω
φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t) (by Iteration)

=
∫
CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t)

+
∫
−CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t)

=
∫
CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(A ∩ κt′(Ct′)) dφi(ω, t)

(by Lemma 6.1)

=
∫
CKt′ (Ct′ )

φi(ω′, t′)(A) dφi(ω, t) (*)

=
∫
CKt′ (Ct′ )

qi dφi(ω, t)

= qi φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′)).

Provided that φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′)) > 0, we get φi(ω, t)(A|CKt′(Ct′)) = qi.

Generalized Theorem

Corollary 6.3 (No Transparency About Disagreement) Let
〈Ω,A, T, φ1, . . . , φN 〉 be a coherent epistemic model. Define

Ct′ =
⋂

i≤N

{ω|φi(ω, t′)(A) = qi}.

Then for all ω ∈ Ω, i, i′ ≤ N , and t ≤ t′:
If ω ∈ κt′(Ct′), φi(ω, t) = φi′(ω, t) and φi(ω, t)(κt′(Ct′)) > 0, then
φi(ω, t′)(A) = φi′(ω, t′)(A).

Proof: By Theorem 6.2, CK–Reflection holds universally in coherent mod-
els. Hence, if φi(ω, t) = φi′(ω, t), we have qi = qi′ (i, i′ ≤ N). Since
ω ∈ CKt′(Ct′), we finally have φi(ω, t′)(A) = φi′(ω, t′)(A) (for all i, i′ ≤ N).

Notice that the proof of Theorem ?? depends only on the following two
properties of the common knowledge operator: κt′(Ct′) ⊆ Ct′ and κt′(Ct′) ⊆
Kt′

i (κt′(Ct′)). If we only require that epistemic models are coherent and
priors identical, common knowledge of the posteriors is the weakest condition
that will guarantee identical posteriors:

Theorem 6.4 (Tightness of Common Knowledge) Let
B be the largest set such that (i) B ⊆ Ct′ and (ii) B ⊆ Bt′

i (B). Then
B = κt′(Ct′).
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Proof: κt′(Ct′) ⊆ B since B is the largest set that fulfills (i) and (ii). The
converse is shown by induction: Notice that M t′

0 (B) = B. Suppose that
B ⊆ M t′

n (B). Hence, Kt′
i (B) ⊆ Kt′

i (M t′
n (B)) (Closure). Because of (ii), B ⊆

Kt′
i (M t′

n (B)). Hence, B ⊆ ⋂
i≤N

Kt′
i (M t′

n (B)) = M t′
n+1(B).
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